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PROVISIONAL RESOURCE LIST FOR CHINESE PATIENTS

HEALTH INTERPRETER SERVICE

Interpreting and translation services c/o Middlemore Hospital
Tel: 276 0014
Tel: 276 0014

INDIVIDUAL COUNSELLING

Mr Patrick Au (mainly Cantonese, Mandarin) Tel: 025 836 728
Ms Candy Vong (Cantonese/Mandarin) Tel: 021 2564270

PERSONAL AND PASTORAL SUPPORTS*

1 Auckland Chinese Mandarin Church c/o Auckland University Chapel contacts: Rev Hooi-Wan Cheng (Cantonese/Mandarin) Tel: 834 4503
2 St. Andrew’s Church Symond Street, Auckland contacts: Rev. Jukfak Susabda (Mandarin/Indonesian) Tel: 832 0700 Postal address: 631, Swanson Rd Swanson, West Auckland.
3 St. David’s Church, Central Auckland contacts: (morning only) Rev Stuart Vogel (Mandarin/English) Tel: 302 3403
3 Taiwanese Presbyterian Church Howick contact: Henry Yao (elder) (Mandarin) Tel: 521 3866
5 Taiwanese St. David’s Presbyterian Church, 7 Walting Street Kyhber Pass, Auckland contacts: Rev Albert Wu (Taiwanese Mandarin) Tel: 630 2006

* In case of doubt, contact Rev Stuart Vogel (see no. 3) He can coordinate and advice
PRIVATE PSYCHIATRISTS

1. Bexley Clinic
   Adventist Hospital
   188 St. Heliers Bay Road
   St. Heliers
   Tel: 575 5112

2. Onehunga Mall Medical Center
   (Dr Ming Au) (Mandarin/Cantonese)
   Tel 636 6135

PUBLIC PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES

Awhinatia Health Center
(Papakura Day Clinic)
5/19 Great South Rd,
Papakura, Auckland
(Mandarin/Cantonese)
Tel: 299 6128

REFUGEE HEALTH SERVICES

Refugee Health Center
Wakerfield Street
Auckland Central
contacts:
Ms Christine Jane

TELEPHONE COUNSELLING SERVICE

Chinese Life Line
C/o Lifeline
95 Great south Rd Auckland
Tel 522 2088
Hours: Mon-Fri. 1000-1400
Mon - Thurs 1900-2200
(Mandarin/Cantonese)

Christian Hotline
Tel 0800 CARE YOU
0800 2273 968
Mon - Fri 1830-2130
(Mandarin / Cantonese)

OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES

Shakti Asian Women’s Support Group
Tel: 636 9654
Citizen Advice Bureau
Baptist Mental Health (community support)
Schizophrenia Fellowship
423 Great North Rd, Grey Lynn, Auckland
Tel : 3734018 2678194
Tel: 378 6783

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY SERVICE

Chinese Mental Health Consultation Service
C/o Bexley Clinic
188 St Heliers Bay Rd St Heliers
Tel : 09 5755112
Fax: 095755990
• WEB-SITES FOR HERBS AND INTERACTION OF TCM /CONVENTIONAL TREATMENT

1. Overall- Traditional Chinese Medicine/ Herbology
   http://www.wikipedia.com
2. Drug interactions/ side effects
   http://www.drugs.com
   http://alternativehealing.org/chinese_herbs_dictionary.htm
3. List of Chinese herbs
4. Classification of herbs according to use
   http://www.acupuncture.com.au

• VIDEOS

1. General cultural values and conflict between generations
   Joy Luck Club ( available in NZ)
2. The plight of the elderly / conflict between generations
   Pushing hands by An Lee  ( order from Hong Kong)
3. The plight of homosexuals / conflicts/ resolution
   Wedding Banquet by An Lee( available in NZ)
   Farewell my concubine ( available in NZ)

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES (UPDATED) for clinicians
GENERAL / ESSENTIAL REFERENCES


LANGUAGE / COGNITION

1.Nisbett R E 2003 The Geography of thought  Nicholas Brealey Publishing  London


CULTURAL CORE VALUES / BRIDGING